Disclaimer
The services described on this website are only an indication of the services that we can offer
worldwide and is not intended to be complete. We pride ourselves on the flexibility of our
services to cater to individual needs.
The information contained on this website is for general information only and as a guide to the
services offered by AI investment group through its worldwide consultants and or its respective
network. It is not intended to offer investment, financial, legal, accounting, insurance, tax or
similar advice and should not be relied upon in that regard. We accept no responsibility for
persons acting or not acting because of information contained or not contained on this website.
Whilst care has been taken in preparing its contents, we do not represent in any way that the
information is correct, complete or non-misleading. The law may change from time to time and
you should liaise with us directly or take advice from your own advisors before acting or not
acting based upon information relating to any products or services contained on this website. No
responsibility can be accepted for any inaccuracies.
The information contained on this website must not be construed as recommendation or
endorsement of any specific provider product or service- it is intended only as general
information.
Our solutions or services may not be available in all jurisdictions as legal prohibitions may forbit
their distribution. Persons interested in our products or services should obtain appropriate advice
from the local office relative to your jurisdiction.
We are not obliged to accept an interested party as a client and reserve the right to refuse the
provision of products or services.
The website may reference or include links providing direct access to other resources, including
websites. AI Investment group is not the owner of, nor does it endorse such external resources
or websites and is not responsible for the accuracy of the content thereof.

